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Developing optimum smoke control
systems for prison cells in Western
Australia has been a recent task
undertaken by the CSIRO’s Fire
Engineering Project group based at its
North Ryde Laboratories in Sydney. 

Part of CSIRO’s Building, Construction and
Engineering division, the group has been

involved in fire engineering for more than ten years and has accumulated wide experience with computer modelling,
the gathering of fire performance data and verification of modelling predictions. 

Considering the wide variety of modelling tools currently available worldwide, and the infinite variety of problems
that can be addressed by fire engineering, reliable input data for computer modelling and effective verification of the
results are essential. 

The three case studies below highlight the variability of both the problems and the verification methods. 

Case 1 – Sydney Customs House 

The fire engineering associated with the refurbishment of the 1890 designed
Sydney Customs House was described in Building Innovation Number 13
(December 1996). What is relevant here is the fact that when the refurbishment
works were complete, hot-smoke tests were carried out at the request of the NSW
Fire Brigade. 

Two tests were conducted: one located at ground level and within the 28 m high
atrium, and the other at Ground Level, but remote from the atrium. The tests were
designed as a demonstration that the smoke modelling predictions associated with
the design of the smoke exhaust system at the top of the atrium were satisfactory.
In addition, the tests demonstrated that the fire systems such as smoke detection,
deluge system, make-up air and smoke exhaust fans were functioning as intended.

Case 2 – Western Australia Police Cells 

The CSIRO was commissioned by the Western Australian Government to
optimise smoke exhaust rates for a set of cell configurations. The cells varied in
size from 10 m2 to 20 m2, and consisted of three variations in terms of usage,
namely holding cells, normal cells and trustee cells. 

The strategy adopted for the fire engineering analysis
included: 

hazard identification 
establishment of worst-case fire scenarios 
smoke modelling 
egress modelling 
laboratory fire tests to characterise cell fires 
on-site smoke tests 
laboratory fire tests to verify modelling predictions 

Hazard identification was carried out using photographs
provided by the client depicting a large variety of cells and

cell furnishing arrangements. Meetings in Perth and visits to a number of cells provided the opportunity to further
complete the picture of the fire load and the general police operations associated with the safety of occupants of the
cells. 

This exercise facilitated the establishment of likely fire scenarios for input to the smoke model. At this stage, the
input data was assumed on the basis of test data available, but the data was not specific to cell fires. 

Laboratory fire tests were then carried out in a room calorimeter at the CSIRO Highett laboratory in Melbourne. The
tests characterised waste paper bin fires and mattress fires, which had been identified as the most likely types of fires
in the cells. The results of these tests were then used as input for further smoke modelling studies. 

Accurate fire data for smoke modelling was critical in the case of the police cells because of the small size of the cells
and the rapid smoke filling rate, even in a small fire. It was also the WA Government’s aim to optimise both safety
for the cell occupants and smoke control design. 

On a subsequent visit to Perth, smoke tests were carried out in a cell at the new Scarborough police station, where
smoke exhaust had been provided in the cells. The tests highlighted a potential problem with make-up air provisions,
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but also showed that smoke produced in one cell would not migrate to other cells. 

Final fire tests in the CSIRO’s room calorimeter at the Highett laboratory were carried out to simulate a real fire in a
real cell. The room was the same size as a typical cell, and the fire consisted of a mattress fire ignited by a waste
paper bin next to and below the mattress. Variable smoke exhaust and make-up air were incorporated in the tests.
The test was repeated several times to confirm a reasonable level of repeatablity for the experiment. 

Final modelling was carried out using the data obtained from the room calorimeter tests. 

The conclusion was an optimum smoke control system coupled with recommendations for control of materials in
the cells. The full-scale fire tests and the smoke tests gave the modelling predictions credibility and the client was able
to proceed with the construction of new cells with confidence. 

Case 3 – Fire spread in mining camp buildings  

In this project, the CSIRO was
commissioned to investigate the spread of
fire between transportable buildings used in
mining camps. The objective was to
establish required separation distances
between the buildings so that spread of fire
from one building to the next would be
minimised. 

The arrangement of the buildings consisted
of a number of rows of buildings that were
placed end-to-end. Two means of fire spread
were relevant, namely spread of fire from
one row to another by radiant heat from
flames issuing from widows, and spread of
fire from one building to the adjacent
building through the windowless end panels of the buildings. 

Data on fires in the type of transportable buildings in question was not available, and knowledge of the fire
performance of the buildings themselves, in terms of fire spread, was non-existent. It was therefore decided to carry
out a full-scale fire test to verify the fire modelling predictions. 

Modelling assumptions for fire intensities and fire spread predictions for end-to-end separation distances were
verified at the CSIRO’s North Ryde laboratory. Two representative buildings, complete with standard internal linings
and furnishings, were placed end-to-end at the recommended distance as established by the CSIRO. One of the
buildings was ignited internally and the fire quickly grew to flashover proportions, breaking the windows and
allowing flames to issue from the openings. 

There was no fire spread through the end panels, thus verifying the modelling predictions. 

Concluding Remarks  

The importance of reliable data for modelling input cannot be overemphasised. Certainly in the absence of actual
data, assumptions must be made, and such assumptions must necessarily be conservative. The results are
correspondingly conservative, and if too much conservatism creeps into an analysis the recommendations based on
the results can become inefficient. This means that the benefits of fire engineering as a means of obtaining flexibility
and economy in the design of fire safety systems are lost. 

The importance of verifying modelling predictions becomes essential when fire safety systems are optimised on the
basis of modelling assumptions. Authorities need more to base their decisions on than blind acceptance of a
consultant’s modelling predictions. This is particularly relevant in the face of the current growth of fire engineering in
Australia and worldwide, where a lack of experience or knowledge can easily lead to wild assumptions and
dangerous predictions. 

In the world of fire safety engineering, dangerous predictions are not needed. 

For more information please view CSIRO's Fire Engineering online brochure 
or contact Hugh Allan via email on: Hugh.Allan@dbce.csiro.au 
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